PJ Pancras is a Dutch writing duo
working in Amsterdam. Pamela is
a clinical psychologist specialized
in the treatment of PTSD. Jeroen
is an IT specialist at an academic
medicalcenter. Planet Paradroid is
their debut novel, originally published
in Dutch in 2015 and recently
translated into English.
Pamela has always been intrigued
by psychiatry as a reflection of the
zeitgeist, and by the struggle to
transcend suffering--that is, the path
of spirituality: “It’s a path strewn with
laughter, tears, and a great deal of not
knowing.”
Jeroen’s interest lies in the
sociopolitical context that permeates
our modern lives: “Institutions and
governments have become ‘too big
to fail,’ and that means they can get
away with anything.
In writing Planet Paradroid and the
sequel, the cli-fi novel IMOJIMAN,
Pamela and Jeroen were inspired by
the everyday, the bizarre, and the
psychedelic; by the news, films, and
music; and by everything that affects
us personally and connects us with
others. Their style is whimsical and
astute weaving the everyday with the
tragic and the sublime in near-gonzo
style, extrapolating to a future that is
both patently weird and arrestingly
believable.
Their favorite character? “Hard to say,
but we’ve grown attached to the
supercomputer VDR, the AI therapist in
search of friendship. Maybe because
he’s the one who truly shows us what it
really means to be human.”
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“Their debut novel Planet Paradroid
reached the number one position on the
Dutch SF most wanted list.”

Planet Paradroid
In a near-future Amsterdam, a cast of motley characters
work to make sense of lives that feel increasingly
unmoored. At their center is the self-aware computer VDR,
an AI therapist intrigued by the concept of friendship, the
struggle to avoid death and, above all, what it means to
be human.
Through his interactions with his human “friends”—
fellow therapist Debbie van Hall and her son Tex,
newcomer Raven Hunter, and a host of others—
VDR observes the myriad ways in which human
beings fight to rewrite their own painful histories
and so create a new future. And as he watches
and learns, he starts to long for more: to truly
experience the human condition himself.
In this first book in the trilogy, the world through
which the characters move seems heady and
inviting—but beneath the surface lurks an icy
evil twin, a mirror image filled with hatred
and aggression. The chasm that separates the
unassailable super-rich and the common man has grown
so vast that no one seems to notice anymore, but a building
wave of change is about to shake society to its foundations.

IMOJIMAN
In this cli-fi novel VDR, the supercomputer who became
human in the prequel Planet Paradroid, is wandering
through the Wood Wibe Web and calls itself Imojiman,
searching for life’s meaning. After all, is consciousness
not more important than intelligence? Via his human
soulmate Stek, he ends up in El Sur, the desert of
Espania. The inhabitants are outlaws who trade in
humans and plutonium. In El Sur, Ecoactivist and
biologist Charlie Silverant controls her underground
plantimperium. These surroundings, in which nature
and technology come together in an unlikely
way, are ideal for VDR to give free reign to his
consciousness. Will he succeed in finding a way to
reproduce?
The IMOJIMAN soundtrack produced by
legendary club DJ Eddy De Clercq is available
on YouTube and Mixcloud.

“This absurdist reflection on our twisted society and its uncertain future is a
psychedelic rush that upends the world even as it attains a Zenlike serenity…
an ingenious and thoroughly original book.” — Gerry Hameetman,
reviewer Hebban.nl about Planet Paradroid.
“Reading this book is like riding a roller coaster: from ‘eat, sleep, rave, repeat’
to meditative peace. Technologies we call ‘artificial’ today, such as thinking
computers and tools that prolong life, are seamlessly combined with their
traditional sources of inspiration. All this is conveyed in a style that is sometimes
poetic, sometimes prosaic, and always striking.” — Frits Boer,
professor emeritus of child and adolescent psychiatry about Planet Paradroid.
“By its fusion of genres (think cyber, SF, horror, punk, western, post-apocalyptic, etc.)
this book shows guts and original imagination. In any case, this book is nothing less
than unique and deserves to be read.” — Tom Thys,
writer about Planet Paradroid.
“The story is original, surreal, intriguing and makes you think about the future. Again
a wonderful book! Truly a class of its own.” —Jeanine Feunekes,
reviewer Perfecte Buren about IMOJIMAN.
“Immersive, magical, intense… IMOJIMAN reads like a blistering dream about the
journey of supercomputer VDR as a shaman in an adventurous search for
the meaning of his existence.” — Eddy De Clercq,
DJ & producer soundtrack IMOJIMAN.

